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Summary
Nowadays it is unthinkable to live in a world without copiers. The customers expect increasing
performance of a copier. This results in a machine with complex mechanical components. The copier
that is relevant for this research is an 8445 copier of Oce. This copier can be divided into three main
units namely the Organic Photo Conductor unit (OPC), the Toner Transfer Fusion unit (TIF) and the
Paper Feed unit. The copy of the original document appears for the first time on the OPC belt and will
from there be transported via the TTF belt to the out going paper.
During the transport of the image on the OPC belt arise different problems that have to be solved. The
OPC unit consist of several cylinders, which cannot be placed exact parallel to each other. This causes
a displacement of the ope belt in axial direction. The beltfmally can hit the copier frame l'lnd will be
damaged. The installation of a steering roller solves this problem in combination with a controller.
Another problem appears when the OPC belt and the TTF belt making contact with each other. Both
units are driven by two different motors. It is not possible that hoth motors give exactly the same
velocity to each belt, there are always small deviations. To compensate for these small errors OCE has
introduced a yoke. The installation of the yoke turned out to be not necessary afterwards, when a
functional controller is used. One control strategy seems to be a serious option for implementation,
namely Iterative Learning Control (ILC). Because the copier is set up of cyclic components and the
interaction between these components causes errors that are expected to have a cyclic behaviour. This
is suitable for ILC. Therefore a case study of ILC is worked out, to illustrate how ILC can be used and
implemented on the copier in future research projects.

Dynamics and Control Technology 1
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Introduction
There are many manufacturers of copiers in the world and OCE is one of them. Every manufacturer
has his own ideas about the technical aspects inside the machine, but the main idea of all the
manufacturers is making many and quick copies. The targets are designing a copier that can copy as
much as possible copies in as few as possible time. Control engineers can tackle many problems that
can contribute to the optimisation of the copier. The OCE copier contains three main units namely the
OPC unit, the TTF unit and the Paper Feed unit that are all components with a cyclic behaviour. This
will possibly lead to a special behaviour of the errors and this is again a challenge for the engineers.
The copier that is used in this research is a stripped down OCE 8445 copier, with only the necessary
components on it.

The main goals of this research are creating an orderly and fully equipped line-up of the copier and
making an inventory of the opportunities with Iterative Learning Control.

This report starts with a description of the working principles of the OCE copier and a few specific
problems. In Chapter 2 is described the copier interface and the hardware components that are
indispensable to get an operational copier. The problems encountered during the installation of some
hardware components are also discussed and worked out. Errors are expected to be cyclic, because the
main units in the copier are also cyclic of nature. One control strategy that is suitable for such
problems is Iterative Learning ControL A theoretical overvie\v and a sL.?TIulation of ILC is given in
Chapter 3. Recommendations for further research are made in Chapter 4 and also conclusions are
drawn about this research.

Dynamics and Control Technology 3
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Chapter 1: Copier description
In this chapter will be explained the working principles of the aCE copier with respect to the three
main units. The three units are respectively the Organic Photo Conductor unit (OPC), the Toner
Transfer Fusion unit (TTF) and the Paper Feed unit. A side view of the aCE copier with names of
machine parts is presented in appendix 1, Copier Layout.

1.1 ope unit
The OPC unit consists of 7 cylinders over which an organic photo conductor belt moves, see appendix
1. The OPC unit is driven by a controilable engine Mol, which is joined to Wol with an rubber
indented belt. The working velocity of the OPC belt lies during normal use between 0.2 m/s and 0.5
mls.
The beginning of every new working cycle starts with making a digital image of the original
document, which lies on top of the copier. The image is projected on the organic photo conductor belt
in the next stage. The projection of the image on the OPC belt is made possible, because aCE has
developed a belt with special properties. The main property of the new belt is his sensitivity for light.
When the belt is locally exposed, this will lead to a locally magnetised part of the OPC belt. Making
use of this property the image can be applied on the belt by exposing those places of the belt where
later on the image must appear. A row of LED's is used to expose the OPC belt. These LED's change
in time to project the image on the moving OPC belt.
The second stage within the OPC unit starts when the magnetised belt passes the toner supply unit,
W05. Toner particles have the same properties in 'a magnetic field as iron particles. So the magnetic
OPC belt attracts the toner particles from the toner supply unit and on the OPC belt will the image be
formed with toner particles. The toner unit delivers the toner particles on a specific way to the OPC
belt. Inside the toner supply cylinder that delivers the toner are placed magnets. These magnets cause
for a specific pattern of toner particles as shown infig 1.1, placement ofthe toner particles.

Toner supply0·.··.·.···.· D .cylinder = =
o

cylinder W 05: ope unit

fig 1.1, placement ofthe toner particles

Because of the specific pattern, only the toner particles those who stand up straight will be place on
the OPC belt. This leads to an optimal placement of the toner particles. One remark has to be made
about the strength of the magnets in the toner supply cylinder. The strength of the magnetic field in the
toner supply cylinder is weaker than the magnetic force on the OPC belt. If this is hot true, then there
is no transportation of toner particles. So toner transportation is only guaranteed if the magnetic force
of the OPC belt is stronger than the magnetic field on the toner supply cylinder.
The image of the original document is now rendered into a toner image on the OPC belt. The
transfusion of the toner particles from the OPC unit to the TTF unit is the last stage, with exception of
the cleaning stage of the OPC belt, before the working cycle begins again. The material type of the
TTF belt is different from the OPC belt. Tne TTF belt is made of rubber, which is a complete different
material than the OPC belt. There are two requirements to guarantee a sufficient transfusion of toner.
The temperature and the contact pressure at the contact point of the two belts need to be high enough.
The temperature must lie between 90c C and 1aacc. At this temperature the toner particles melt and
prefer to stick on the rubber belt of the TTF unit instead of the OPC belt. The OPC belt is cleaned at
W07 after the transfusion process and is now ready to record a new image.

Dynamics and Control Technology 4
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1.1.1 Clamp mechanism
The photo conductor belt and the TIF belt are not always clamped together during a working cycle.
For this reason a clamp mechanism, see fig 1.2 Clamp mechanism, is made to clamp or release the
belts. It is possible to lift up the OPC-roller against the TTF belt using an eccenter, which is driven by
a motor. The spring is attached to the eccenter to guarantee a sufficiently high clamp force, when the

TTF belt TTF-roller, Wtl

Eccenter

Spring

I
OPC-roller, Wo6 OPC belt

fig 1.2, clamp mechanism

OPC roller is lifted up. A brake is fixed to the rotor of the eccenter motor. This brake can be activated
when the required clamp force is reached. The clamp mechanism is not operational at the moment,
because in this stage of the research of the copier it is not necessary to have a fully operational clamp
mechanism. It is possible to clamp the OPC roller on the TTF belt also by manual operation. The
wheel that is indicated by a white arrow in figure 1.3 is called the eccenter wheel. With the eccenter
wheel it is possible to make a manua11ift up of the OPC cylinder, Wo6. The brake at the rotor motor is
not installed, so a solution has to be made to replace the brake function. In the eccenter wheel are six
holes, which can be used for a provisionally solution. Turning the eccenter wheel tightens the spring in
the clamp mechanism. Putting a cylinder in one of the holes such that no rotation of the eccenter is
possible can hold the mechanism in the up position. In this way it is possible to clamp the TTF belt
against the OPC belt.

I :camshaft
... (see section 1.2)

fig 1.3, Eccenter wheel (back ofthe copier)

1.1.2 Steering roller
The OPC unit consists as mentioned earlier of 7 cylinders. These cylinders cannot be placed perfect
parallel to each other, due to imperfections occurred during the assembling and manufacturing stages.
The not completely parallel cylinders lead to an axial displacement of the OPC belt. The OPC belt
runs slowly of the cylinders and will hit the copier frame, if this displacement is not corrected. aCE
has installed a steering roller that can compensate for displacements of the OPC belt in axial direction.
One end of the steering roller can be displaced in upward direction, perpendicular to the axial
displacement direction ofthe OPC belt (see figure 1.4).

Dynamics and Control Technology 5
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Steering roller, W;2

T7."\hll.;-7-- ----

Steering motor, M;2

Ay

fig 1.4, Steering principle ope unit

It is possible to control the axial movement of the OPC belt, because a controllable motor Mo2 drives
an indented strip that moves the cylinder end up or down. The maximum stroke, which can be realised,
is 35 rom. The left sketch (in fig 1.4) of the steering roller is a side view, seen from the fixed cylinder
end in positive y direction. The displacement of the ope belt /),y can be calculated with the formula
standing below:

~y = h· sin(a)

The whole belt must pass the steering roller before the belt is moved up with !1y.
The variables used in formula (1) and figure 1.4 are declared in table 1.1

(1)

L1y The displacement of the belt [m]
h The arc length, that is in contact with the steering roller [m]
a The slope of the steering roller with the ground level [rad]
v The velocity of the ope belt [mls]

Table 1.1, Declaration ofthe variables

1.1.3. Speed differences
The projection of the image on the OPC belt must take place during a constant velocity of the belt,
because disturbances leads to incorrect projection such as to much space between the lines. The OPC
belt and the TTF belt are both driven by two different motors. It is not possible that both motors give
exactly the same velocity to each belt, there are always small deviations. To compensate for these
small errors aCE has introduced a yoke, which connects the cylinders Wo3 and Wo4. The yoke can

fig 1.5, Speed difference compensation by means ofa yoke

Dynamics and Control Technology 6
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rotate around the indicated joint on which a potential meter So4 is fIxed, see fIg 1.5. In here are VI and
V2 respectively the velocities of the OPC motor and the TTF motor. The potential meter measures the
angle rotation of the yoke. When the OPC motor runs a little bit faster as the TIF motor, the OPC belt
wants to fold itself up before the contact point Wo6. After the contact point the OPC belt wants to
stretch out. Rotating the yoke in positive <p direction can make a compensation for this behaviour.
When the TTF motor runs faster as the OPC motor, the OPC belt folds after the contact point and
stretches before the contact point. In this situation the yoke must rotate in negative <p direction. A
stiffer TTF belt material causes the fold and stretch behaviour of the OPC belt.
After the design stage of the copier, aCE discovered that the yoke is not necessary at all. But it was to
late to change the yoke and replace it by a control strategy, which can solve the problem also.
The simplest model that describes a relation between the angular velocity of the yoke and the speed
difference is presented in formula (2). A few assumptions are made to come to model in formula (2)
namely: - No slip is present in the contact point and in the drive parts.

- No friction model is present in the system.
- The sine of a small angle <p is equal to <po

~v=vl-v2= & = R.sin(~tp) =~tp·R =¢.R :::::> ¢= vl-v2 ~ Integrator
~t ~t ~t R

(2)

The yoke is in fact a mechanical controller with a feedback of the speed differences. With control
techniques of today it should be possible to replace it by a controller. In fIgure 1.6 is presented a block

ref:<p = canst

refv2 + ~ -±f ~ e'l-------l

fig 1.6, Blockscheme Copier

scheme with a feedback. This is presented as an indication how a block scheme of the copier with a
controller look likes. One assumption is made with respect to the average of the speed difference
signal. The signal is assumed to have an average of zero, if this turns out to be not true. Than an extra
controller has to be introduced before the integrator action.

1.2 TTF unit
A non-controllable main motor that is fIxed on the backside of the copier drives the Toner Transfer
fusion unit. The TTF unit consists of three main cylinders on which a rubber belt moves counter
clockwise. Comparing the TTF unit with the OPC unit no steering roller is needed, because the rubber
belt of the TTF unit is more flexible. The axial displacement of the rubber belt is corrected in the
machine by placing little barrier plates that push the rubber belt back in the right direction. .
The second image transition takes place at Wt2, where the TTF .unit meets the Paper Feed unit. As
seen earlier there is not always a physical contact between the OPC unit and the TTF unit. For the TTF
wit and the paper feed unit this is the sa.me. Therefore a ca.m.shaft Nl is Lllstalled Lll the TTF unit. The
camshaft end can be seen in fIgure 1.3 indicated by a blue arrow. On the camshaft are placed three
different cams. The most imported cam determines whether there is contact between the TTF and the
Paper Feed unit. The other two cams are not relevant because they take care for the lift of two cleaning
cylinders and the cleaning process is no issue in this assignment. The cleaning cylinders are placed
against Wt3. The camshaft can be divided in three states namely standby, waiting and run. The run
state is the only state in which the Paper Feed unit is in contact with the TTF unit. To set the camshaft
in the run state a little physical force is needed. In general a rubber-indented belt drives the camshaft,

Dynamics and Control Technology 7
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which is driven by the same motor as the clamp mechanism of the OPC unit. In this case everything
must take place manually.
Back to the transition of the image from the TTF unit to the Paper Feed unit. The transition is a
transition from a rubber to paper. Due to the pre-heated paper and the high pressure in the contact
point the toner particles prefer to stick on the paper. The TTF belt is cleaned after the transition and is
ready again to take up toner particles from the OPC belt.

1.3 Paper Feed unit
The last stage in the copier process is the Paper Feed unit. The main motor that drives the TTF unit is
also the driver for the Paper Feed unit. The paper enters at cylinder Wpl, where also the pre-heating of
the paper starts. The pre-heating is essential for the transition of the toner particles to the paper. When
no heating of the paper is present the toner particles get stuck on the TTF belt and no image will
appear on the exported copy. After the contact point at cylinder Wp3 the paper goes immediately to
output rack where the user can see the result of his copy.

Dynamics and Control Technology 8
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Chapter 2: Copier interface
An interface is a unit composed of hardware and software parts, which gives the user the possibility to
operate and observe a physical system. The interface pertaining to the aCE copier and the hardware
components that are needed to get a working copier are explained in this chapter. For a complete
overview of the physical connections of the hardware is referred to appendix 2, Physical Network.

2.1 Interface
2.1.1 Hardware
A Dspace hardware unit enables generating and capturing of signals to and from the aCE copier. The
Dspace hardware consists of a processor board DS1003 in combination with two I/O boards, namely
DS2002 and DS4002. The DS2002 va board is only used to receive signals form the angle sensor S04
and the velocity sensor TTF, St1. The DS4002 board has more functions and one of them is to receive
signals from the tape sensor S03, the encoder sensor Sol and the hole sensor S02. The DS4002 board is
not only used to receive signals, but also capable of generating high frequency pulse signals for the
driver unit. The method of using high frequency pulses for steering a motor is called Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM). A pulse pattern with a fixed frequency is used instead of supplying a continuous
constant voltage. The used pulse frequencies for the motors in the copier are 2000 kHz. This frequency
can be changed a little as long as the motor runs without shocks. The frequency is not the only
adjustable parameter, beoause the duty cycle can also been adjusted. Tue duty cycle has influence on
the effective delivered voltage, because the duty cycle is defmed .as the pulse with divided through the
pulse period.
These PWM signals are sent to the LMD18200 H-bridges, designed by National Semiconductor for
driving motors with PWM. These H-bridges need as input a direction signal and a PWM signal to
drive a motor. The direction only indicates in which direction the motor must turn, to the left is 0 and
to the right is 1. Every H-bridge has 4 connections: connection 1 and 4 are the connections to the
motor over where a voltage difference has to be created. Connection 2 and 3 are the connections with
the DS4002 board, which represent respectively the input for the PWM signal and the direction signal
of the motor. More detailed information about the LMD18200 H-bridges can be found in appendix 3.

2.1.2 Software
During the modelling stage can be made use of the program Matlab 5.3, with the simulink toolbox.
The real time adjustments can be done with the Dspace software Controldesk. The required files are
stored at the computer belonging to the aCE copier, in the folder c:\users\copier. In here are standing
folders with files for the initialisation (opcinit) of the steering roller and the controller (opcregelaar) of
the steering roller. In the following paragraphs of 2.1.2 shall be explained shortly the working of the
hlitialisation and controller.

2.1.2.1 Initialisation
The former initialisation did not work correctly. The steering roller has to go to a starting position
from where the controller can take in control, but this position was not correct. The idea behind the
initialisation is to move the steering roller up in the top position and move than back down during a
fixed time as long as the steering roller is in the right starting position. When the steering roller arrives
in the top position a tapping noise arises. This is the intention and after a few seconds the steering
roller will move down during 15 seconds and the initialisation is fmished. The simulink file of the
initialisation is added in appendix 4.

2.1.2.2 Controller
The controller has to achieve that the OPC belt does not move of the steering roller. ~e whole
controller, [2], is based on the tape sensor signal, because this signal influences the direction and the
duty cycle of the steering motor. The steering motor changes namely in opposite direction, when the
tape sensor changes. For example if the sensor signal changes from 0 to 1 the direction of the steering
motor changes from 1 to O. In this way the tape sensor continues with seeking the edge of the OPC
belt every time again. The sensor influences as said also the duty cycle, but only when the steering

Dynamics and Control Technology 9
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roller is moving longer as 3 seconds. The steering motor stops after a movement of three seconds and
waits till the tape sensor signal changes of sine. The OPC motor runs above all always in positive
direction, with a duty cycle of 0.3. The simulink file of the controller is added in appendix 5.

2.2 Sensors
In the original configuration of the copier only opto-switch sensors were used to register information.
Opto-switches are photosensitive sensors consisting of two parts standing right in front of each other.
One part generates a light signal with a LED and the opposite part, a photodiode, tries to receive this
light. The output signal of the opto-switch is high if an object is placed between the LED and the
photodiode. In other circumstances when no object is between it, the output signal is low. All the opto
switch sensors are connected to the sensor circuit, which is supplied by the main supply 220 V - 50Hz.
For documentation about the Opto-switch is referred to appendix 6. The function description of every
specific opto-switch sensor on the copier will now be explained.

Encoder sensor, Sol
Motor Mol drives cylinder Wo1 by a rubber belt. The rotation of this cylinder can be registered by an
opto-switch in combination with an encoder ring. The encoder ring is fixed on the outer radius of the
cylinder Wa1 and contains 465 small holes, this means a resolution of 0.77 degrees. A resolution of
0.77 degrees implies a displacement of the OPC belt of 1 mm.

Hole sensor, S0 2
The hole sensor opto-switch is fixed at the lowest level of the OPC belt behind the main cylinder Wo1.
The opto-switch sensor can be used to measure the cycle time of the OPC belt. One part of the sensor
is placed under the OPC belt and the other part is placed above. The cycle time can be measured,
because there is made a hole in the OPC belt on the spot of the sensor. The output signal will change
every time when the hole passes the opto-switch.

Tape sensor, S03
As earlier mentioned displaces the OPC belt in axial direction. The tape sensor, which observes the
displacement is fixed before Wo3 and is placed in such a way that the edge of the OPC belt is detected
when the belt axially moves.

Angle sensor, S0 4
Another type of sensor is used to register the angle rotation of the yoke. In the former configuration an
opto-switch sensor was placed to detect the rotation. An opto-switch sensor is not suitable, because an
opto-switch has only the output signals 0 and 1. The options for installing a new sensor were an
inductive sensor and a potential meter. Both sensors are suitable but the fmal choice is made for the
potential meter. The potential meter is a little bit cheaper, but the main argument is that the potential
meter is much easier to fix onto the yoke. The output signal of the potential meter lies between 0.15
and 0.3 volts.

Velocity sensor TTF, St1
On the main motor M t1 are already fixed three unknown feedback wires. One of these feedback wires
turned out to be a velocity sensor. A calibration has to be executed before the velocity sensor can be
used adequately. For the calibration are taken five run-configurations in to account. During each run
configuration was measured the voltage difference and the angle velocity using a velocity meter. A
line fit is applied on the measured data, to see of there is a relation between the angle velocity and the
supplied voltage. The relation can be estimated with a linear function. The results are presented in
table 2.1 and figure 2.1. The reduced voltage difference is the signal, which is captured in Dspace.

Dynamics and Control Technology 10
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Run-configuration Voltage Reduced voltage Angle velocity
difference [V] difference [V] [rad/s]

standing still 0 0 0
TTF and paper unit with camshaft 5,5 3,1 14,1
in run position
TTF and paper unit with camshaft 5,8 3,3 14,8
not in run position
Rubber drivebelt is the only load 16,8 9,4 43,0
unloaded run 17,3 9,7 44,3

Table 2.1, Calibration results
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fig 2.1, Calibration ofthe angle velocity sensor

The angle velocity of the main motor is the measured voltage multiplied by the factor 4.56.
The DS2002 board receives the signal of the angle velocity, but this signal must not be higher than 10
Volts. Initially the maximum supplied voltage difference was 17.3 Volts, see table 2.1 column voltage
difference. This is much to high and therefore the following electrical scheme is installed to create an
input signal for the Dspace 2002 board that is lower than 10 Volt, see table 2.1 column reduced
voltage difference. The new reduced voltage difference is now a factor 1,78 smaller.
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fig 2.2, Electrical scheme to reduce the signal ofthe velocity sensor rTF
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2.3 Motors
Different motors are installed on the copier, but they are not connected all at the moment. Four motors
are used in the current running copier, three of them are controllable and one is not. The functions of
each motor and specific information are explained in the following paragraphs of section 2.3.

2.3.1 ope motor, Mol
The OPC motor is a controllable motor and drives the OPC tape using a rubber-indented belt. Running
velocities of the OPC belt lie between 0.2 m/s and 0.5 m/s. The motor is fixed on the right side besides
the Wo1 cylinder. The OPC motor is supplied by a 24 V power source.

2.3.2 Steering motor, Mo2
The function of the controllable steering motor, as mentioned earlier in paragraph 1.1.2, is driving a
plastic strip, which lifts the steering roller for making a displacement correction of the OPC belt. The
steering motor is also supplied by a 24 V power source and is fixed close to the yoke on the left side.
Velocities of the steering motor are not known, but an estimation of the moving velocity of the
steering roller can be made between a 0.1 cm/s and 0.2 cm/s.

2.3.3 Sensor motor,'Mo3
Up to now was assumed that tape sensor So3 has one fixed position to fmd the edge of the OPC belt.
Sensor motor Mo3 is controllable and has the possibility to move the tape sensor head in axial
direction. On the sensor motor is fixed a cam that causes a stroke of maximally 5 mIll in axial
direction. The voltage supply for the Sensor motor is 24 Volts.

2.3.4 TTF motor, Mt1
The TTF motor is a non-controllable motor and drives, using a rubber-indented belt, the TTF unit and
the Paper Feed unit. A schematic overview ofthe aCE drive section, seen from the back ofthe copier,
is added in appendix 7. The rubber belt that was essential to make an operational TTF and Paper Feed
unit is called in here the maindrive system. The TTF motor must originally be supplied with 190
Volts, but for non-continuous use of the TIF motor it is also possible to supply the motor with 220
Volts. The motor becomes rather hot when running on 220 Volts, but it is only for temporal use. For
driving the TTF unit and Paper Feed unit a reasonably high torque is needed. The motor had initially
not enough power to get the units running. A capacitor of 6 IlF is installed to help the motor in the
beginning, with starting the copier units. The TTF motor is fixed on the back of the copier above the
Wo1 cylinder and its usual running velocities are about 14 rad/s.

Dynamics and Control Technology 12
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Chapter 3: Iterative Learning Control

aCE has installed a yoke to compensate for small speed differences between the OPC and TIF unit.
Later on it turned out to be not necessary to install a yoke, because with the use of a controller it
should be possible to drive the OPC motor Mol in such way that the speed difference can be hold
nearly zero and the yoke stands still. In the copier are placed several units that are all based on a
specific cycle. The several units have interaction with each other and the errors resulting from this
interaction may be cyclic of nature. A serious control option for this problem is possibly Iterative
Learning Control (ILC). Input of the system is the electrical potential of the OPC motor and the
tracking error is the rotation of the yoke. In this research it vias not possible to L'11plement ILC on the
copier, because of less time. Therefore an ILC simulation of another system is made to give an
indication how ILC can be implemented on the copier, [1] and [4].

3.1 ILC theory
An important requirement to guarantee good results with ILC is that the systematic errors must be
greater as the random errors. ILC is based on a feed-forward signal that is designed by an off-line
iteration process. This process stores and re-uses the error information to come to an improvement of
the tracking performance. A schematical block scheme ofILC is represented in fig 3.1.

fig 3.1, Block scheme ILC

In here are K and G respectively the controller and the plant. L and Q are both filters and ek is the error
signal at sample k.
The feedback of this block scheme can be represented as:

-G
ek = 1+GK fk (3)

The ILC feedforward is represented as:

(4)

Making use of relation (3) and (4) leads to a relation in which f is eliminated:

-G
e - .c

k+l - 1+ GK . J k+l

= -G .Q(fk +L.ek)
l+GK

= Q(l+ -G .L)e
l+GK k
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There i~ convergence of relation (5) if the following relation satisfies. Relation (6) is callen the
convergence criterion.

Q(I- G . L) < 1 (6)
I+GK

From the convergence criterion can be seen thaI the error goes to zero immediately, when the L filter
is chosen equal to the inverse process-sensitivity. Designing an L filter that is equal to the inverse
process-sensitivity is difficult if the inverse process-sensitivity goes to infinity for ro --+ «) and if the
process-sensitivity is non-minimum phase. Q is an anti-causal and low-pass filter and is used to create
more robustness for modelling errors. This robusmess filter is designed such that it suppresses the
frequency components at which the plant model is inaccurate. The lower frequencies at which the
model is correct are passed through the robustness filter.

3.2/LC Simulation
ILC cannot be implemented on the copier and a frequency response function is needed to implement
it. Therefore an example frequency response function is used to explain the LLC implementation in
steps. Injecting noise on the OPC motor input and measuring the velocity of the OPC belt results in a
frequency response function of the copier. The OPC motor must run on a constant speed when noise is
injected. The considered system in this simulation is a rotating motor with a position measuremenl.
Input of the system is the electrical potential of the motor and output is the angle rotation of a mass at
the output shaft. The goal of the simulation is to follow a reference trajectory with high precision.
Available for this ILC simulation are a measured frequency response function and the matching
frequency vector of the considered system.

The frequency response function is fitted with frnt (fig 3.2), because with frnt it is possible to write
the system in matrix representation as follows.

[Ap, Bp,Cp, Dp]= frfli(fif,hz,[12, 10, 2], 1)

Flfis the frequency response data and hz is the matching frequency vector. The numbers 12, 10 and 2
between the brackets representing respectively the number of poles, zeros and integrators which are
needed for creating a reliable fit. Number I indicates that a weighting function inv(abs(frf)) is used.

(rf dl11a (blue). Cllrrelll estimmion (green), previolls esrinulliOIl (red)

w' I--:::~;::;:::==------=----l

'" '-

Frequency IflldIs)

fig 3.2, fil results ofIhe frffill1Clioll
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The matrices must be made global before they can be loaded in Diet, [3]. With Diet il is possible to
add a simple controller, which later can be imported in simulink juS! like the matrices Ap, Bp, Cp and
Dp. A leadllag controller is chosen, which leads to a chosen bandwidth of 10Hz.
The reallLC part starts with designing a learning filter L. The first step in designing an L-filter starts
with making a calculation of the process-sensitivity. Sp=G/(I+KG), in Rum/den representation. This
calculation can be done making use of the model and controller in num/den representation. The
obtained transfer function must be minimised with minrcal. This results in a model where all
uncontrollable or unobservable modes have been removed. The new minimised transfer function is
subsequently been discretisated with c2dm on 1 kHz. Discretisation is needed for using zpctc. Zpetc
determines a stable estimation of the inverse of the process-sensitivity, but zpetc causes a few samples
delay, phd, 10 result in a causal filter. Compensation for the delay must be made after the filter is used.

The compensation is made in the time domain by setting back the time of the obtained vector by phd
samples, in the frequency domain is the compensation made by adding positive phase as follows [5]:

phase(L(OJ)) = plwse(L(OJ)) + (OJ· phd· r;) (7)

Filtering the error can now be done with the created L-filter and using filter. The filtered error Le is
correct when the data is sel back over phd samples.
Designing a Q filter is the next step in the ILC procedure. Q must be a low-pass filter and filtering
itself must take place anti-causal. A low·pass filter is designed with butter and anti.causal filtering
takes place with filtfilt. Filtfilt must filter the sum of 4 and Ihe old feed forward F as follows:

F, ~ Q(F + L,) (8)

In figure 3.3 are represented the results of ILC during 4 iterations. The original maximum error was
0.1247 rad and the maximum crror after the ILC simulation is 2.37 eOs rad. This is a considerable
improvement. So the use of ILC is worthwhile in this simulation. The convergence criterion is also
checked and satisfies, because it is always smaller as I. The results of the convergence criterion are
ploned in figure 3.4. Using ILC on the copier is expected to have also a positive effect on the speed
difference effect, cyclic error expectations. But results depend on size of the random errors relative to
the systematic error. ILC cannot compensate for random errors.

EttOl aller 4 ,te<a~on stees
0.15,,- -=.:;..::=--====-~_~_,

"
/ Original error

Error after 4
./' iterations

of------_<::....=='--=~

m
~ 005,
!

• ,L-c"=--:~-cO~-cc-=-~~=~o OM 01 0.15 U ~ U ~ U
T,meIn [sj

fig 3.3. Errol' dl/I'ing 4 itel'mion /Ising fLC
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Convergence criterium
0.8r--~--~-~--~-~--~---.

0.7 1\
1\

0.6 I I

I
IIgO.5

faA I \
I \

0.3 I \
I \

0.2/ ~
0.1 I

I ____..

oL-_~--~--===~-~-~--~--
a 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500

frequency [rad/s]

fig 3.4, Convergence criterion

The results of the simulation are made using the matlab and simulink files ILCfile.m and ILCsim.mdl.
These files are presented respectively in appendix 8 and 9.
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Chapter 4: Recommendations and conclusion

4.1 Recommendations
There are a few points that deserve some attention in future researches.
• One of them is the yoke mechanism. The yoke is not necessary in the copier profile, when a

functional controller is implemented. An assignment can be to design a controller that makes the
yoke standing still during operation. A recommendable controller for future use is discussed in
chapter 3 namely an Iterative Learning Controller.

• The steering roller is controlled using the infonnation read by an opto-switch sensor. This sensor
is not optimal because it sends only a 0 or a 1 signal. In future can be thought about using another
sensor that can follow for example a certain fluorescent or reflecting line on the OPC belt.

• The TTF unit is made operational using an uncontrollable motor, Mt 1. The possibilities of
installing a controllable motor can be investigated.

4.2 Conclusion
The beginning of this research on the OCE copier was partly practically. In this stage of the research,
the copier is reconnected and cleaned up into an orderly workstation for future use.
A controller for the steering mechanism of the OPC unit is developed in the previous research project
[2]. Before the controller of the steering roller could work correctly, a few adjustments were made to
the initialisation file of the steering roller mechanism. The fonner initialisation file placed the steering
roller in the lowest start position, which is wrong.
The TTF unit and the Paper Feed unit are two important parts in the copier. These two units are made
operational by installing the specific drive belt of OCE and a main drive motor. The originally supply
for the main drive motor is 190 Volt, but for temporal use it is possible to supply it with 220 Volts.
Besides the main drive is also installed an angle sensor on the yoke ofthe OPC unit. The installation
of the angle sensor is done, to give the next researcher the opportunity to design a controller that can
compensate for speed differences between the OPC unit and the TIF unit.
The possibilities using an ILC strategy can be a serious option for future use. The copier is build out of
cyclic components and the interaction between these components causes errors. These errors are
expected also to be cyclic ofnature.
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Appendix 1: Copier layout
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Appendix 2: Physical network
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Appendix 3: LMD 18200 H-Bridge

uctor

I..MD18200
3A, 55V H..Bridge
General Description
The LMD18200 Is." SA H-8lidge designed for motion control
"wncations, Ttw de'.il~ is. bUil1uoi ng amultl.l"mnol()g'! pro
cess W11ietlcornbines blpol,wandCMpS ¢()t1trol Circuitry

Features
• •DgnvI;lttup>tQ 3A¢()rtinuouSOUlp\Jl
• Operates at suppf! VQlIages up to 55V
• Low R",,(ON) typically 0,:'1.'1 p~r sW1tch
• TTL andCM0S compatible inputs

Functional Diagram

I)!!ll:C1iOK ;l

lRAIl!: 4

•. NO ~o(>t·lhrwgIT Wll'$11t
• Tt,etmsl warning flag output at 145rC
• Tnermal shutqown (outputs 911) at 170'(;
• Int"mai clamp (JOd9S
• SI19rted IMdprolection
• Itllernal ~arge pWlpWitM external bOot"lrap 9$p'abinty

Applications
• DC and s1Elppar motor drtVElS
.s PoslUoruand V~o¢itysef¥l:)m~,@nlsms-

• Factory automatwn robots
• NumEllically coniroliEld machinElf'{
• Comptl<lr printers a'ld pl¢tWs

FIGURE .LFuncllonal BtooK Diagram Of I.MDU200
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o
~ Electrical C-haracteristics Noteso ~':_Abso1lJ1QMs%imum·P.atll'lg$lodi::atQlir(jlt$~Kl,wtliChGaMaf:1lQt:d~~fn~fOOCIJr;OCamJA¢~1~ca1:hnsdQttt':ltapp!yWhQfl;Op-
::i! ,,",lillg1hedavoo '00y~n<l1ls _Opoo,otit'll""diti'M.
-l ~2: ~.AWl~U;:m:ln1ormatkmtoHj6.ier~l'dingcQrnal'ltllr(jitia'l!t

Typical Performance Characteristics

SUpply CUmint V$
SUpply Voltago

eur""nt So"""OUtput
w LOad CUmint

SUpply CUmUlt V$
Fmquency (V" :: 42V)

Cum>l1tSon$O
opomtlng .Reglon

SUpply .CUm>rtt V$

Tompomuw f/.=42V}
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I'WM
..5'1' 5 10

l)lR
iNPUT ;3 6

0
BRAKE 0

N
,( ro 7

- E
:::E
-4

2

TesfCircuit
..-----------------------------------.... r-

3.:o....
~
<:>
<:>

Switching Time Definitions

+5'1'

INPUT

{)

o
SINK

3A

5'1'

{)

Pinout Description (See Connection Diagram)

PIn 1, BOOTSTRAP 1 Input: Bootstrnp capacllorpin for naif
H-brldge number 1. Tile reoomm"mood oapaci!or (10 nF) Is
oomected betw$en pins 1 and 2.
Pin 2, OUTPlJT 1: Hatr H-~rldg., numb¥ 1 OUlput
PIn 3, DIRECTION Input: See Table 1. ThiS Input ror1trolS
1M dlrectloo ')1 GUffill1l'f!(IW bet-Noon OUTPUT 1 am OUT
PUT 2 (pins 2 am 1OJ ana, thereforu, the direction (J rotatIOn
of a molor load
PIn 4, BRAKE Input Sa$ Tti/!)J" 1. ThiS Irpul Is llS$d It,>
bra~e a molor by effectively snorting Its lermlnals. When
braking Is desired, this Irpul Is tak€f1 to e logic high lev.,! @nd

~tl~

fils aIWl1e*ss9!jfto ap;lIylogic hlfltllo PWM Inpct, pinS,
Th$ drl\leffi ,thal short the molorarQ 6al"rmlned ~)' the logic
levllial the D1RECTION Input (Pin 3): WltflPln 3 logic hlgn
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1iW;~·iOM:~c~

n.~.f~ ¢t~Jt 1
ro;~JTt

~l~

<w"(illJlm illAm

~:JL[JlllilfI1fm

..~~~, II r_:=:rr= TIT' =ttt

SlgnlmagnlfudePWMOC,nSIs\s Of $;)paraledlrecti<)n(slgn)
andamplftu<!e(magnlllJde)$Ignals (Bee FigillSS). The (at>
~oI1ll.,:)mfl9nftude sIgnal Is dUIy-Wd": modulale4, ,flnqlhe
abS\in¢$ ofapuls'l$lgnsi (a oontirDOU$ logio low W</$) rep
resen1sZ2ro dtiV2. CurronFdelw2tMlO th210ad ,Ispropor,

UlS9W1dlhH, DIRECTION in-
) Isdti'Jenbjr ignal an<ithe PVJMlnplJi
drl\fenbl/l110 signaL

TABLE 1, Logie Truth TabIQ

PWM Olr Brake Acllye OutputOrlve1\9

H H L Sourooi,SInk2

H L L Sink 1, .Source2

L X L

H H H

H L H

L X H NONE

Application Information

Pinout Description
(See Connection Diagram) (CofltinueG)

Pin tl, Vs POWlilr Supply
Pin 7, GROUNO Co_<:Ilon: ThiS pin is 109 grOUnd return,
and IS irrtemally coffiecled 10 1I1e mounting lab.
Fin S, CURReNT SENSE output; This pin provio;)s 1m
sourcing CUff'-lrrt S~lElng OU1pll signal. whiet1 Is typically
'377 !JAlA-
Pin 9, THERMAL FLAG Output: This pin prwict.l5 Ihe ther
mal warning nag output SignaL Pin 9 l)ooorr"lS actw;)-Iow <rt
i45'C Qunctlon temp"ralur~). Howeverlh" chip will not shill
ftself down urrtli i 70'C is resched sl 1h~ Junction
Pin 16, OUTPUT 2: Ha~ H--bMg~ number 2 outplll.
Pin 11, BOOTSTRAP 1: Input: Boolslrap capscitor pin for
H~ H--brldg;) numoor 2 The recommended ¢Spacitor
(10 nF) 15 conrnd;)o l);)lween pins 10 and 11.

TYPES OF PWM SIGNALS

The LMD16200 readily Intelfaoos with differerrt forms of
PWlJI signals. Use «the part wfth Iv,." of the more popular
forms ¢f P'NM is desMbM In Ihe 101l0Wing pN"grophS.
Slmpl$, locked antI-pm$(> PWM conslsls of a single, \fsrt
wle dUly-wete slgnsl In wrich Is encoded t>~lh direction snd
smplitude InforrMllc,n (see Fv;ure 2). A 50% ,duty-cyC!;)
P',!\JM Slgn"l r;)presen!s zer
\idl"g~ (int~grsted <>V'll' one
zero. For Ihe LMD1S200,
tlon Input (pin 2) snd tiN p\llnJl
righ.

_f.:if#l'lf._~'P",'''''.t':}~

t.<tl"'J~3-t;>*1J'0:1

FIGURE 3. SlgnlMagnltude PWM COntrol

SIGNAL TRANSITION REQUIREMENTS

To ~nsure propar Internal logIC parformSOC$. Ills good prso.
tlce10 avoid aligning 1m falling and lislng edges of Input slg
nsiS. A delsy of al least 1 lJseo shoUld Pe lnoorporaled be
tween transftlons of the Diredion, Brske, andlor PWM Input
slgnsls. A o()nsetVsti\ie approach Is 00 sure 1r,ere Is at lees!
500ns d~Ia',' t<elw~en the end of 1M llrsllransllloo and the
beginning of the s;)cond !ransttJ<)n. S00 FfgUffi 4.
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Appendix 4: ope initialisation

Uitgangen

30

Heengaande beweg 9

1---+jRichting sensormotor

Richting sensormotor

Richtingaandrijfmotor

I- ~Rlchtingstuurmotor

1---+1Duty Cycle Sensormotcr

Duty Cycle Sensormotor

I---+jDuty Cycle Aandrijfmotcr

Duty Cycle Aandrijfmotor

!+---------J>!OutyCycleStuurwalsmotor

!ngangen

teruggaandebeweging
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Appendix 5: ope controller

t---~Richt;ng sensormolor

Richting sensormotor1

t---~R;chl;ngaandrijfmolor

encodermotor1 Richting aandrijfmotor1

t-------;~--rNOTt----------------------------~Richtingsluurmotor

I """",.I ~~
~s

Uitgangen1

Logical
Operator1

t----+jDllly Cycle Sansormolor

Duty Cycle SensofTTIotor1

0.3 t---~DutyCycle Aandrijfmolor

Duty Cycle Aandrljfmotor1

r-------------'----------r-----1>!Outy CyclaStuurwalsmolo,

Ingangen1

Maximalestuurtijd1

aanlalv9rande,ingen §]
Terminalor7

tijo\u$sen veranderingt---------~C':::J

Edge detector1

IOS2002MUXAOC~j"k
DS20~282. snelheldTTFMolor- Product

45.7

corractiefactofvan Vottsnaarradfs
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Appendix 6: Opto-Switch

omRon
[ Opta-Switch
TransmissivEt

• Photo-IC output.

• Sna-p.in mounting model.

• Mountsto 0,8· to 1.6·mm·thick panels.

• With a5·mm·wide slot.

• Photo 10 output signals directly connect to
C·MOS and TTL.

• Connects to Omron EE-1005 and AMP's EI
selies connectors

Dimensions

II EE-SX460-P1

Unless oiherwise specified. the
tolerances areas ShO\W1 below.

Internal Circuit

r;:===;====t-o v
o

G

TerminalNo.

v

o
G

ns

3mmmaJc

3<mms6

a <mm ,;;10

10 < mms 18

18 < mm 53(l

Name
Supply voltage
(Vee)

Output (OUT)

Ground (GNP)

Tolerance

±O.3

±O.375

±0.45

±0.55

±O.S5

Specifications
• Absolute Maximum Ratings (Ta = 25°0)

Recommended Connectors:
Japan AMP 171822-3 {crimp-type connector)

172142-3 (crimp-type connector)
OMRON EEc1005(with hamess)

Item

Supply voltage Vee

Oulputvoltage VOUT

Output current lOUT

Permissible. outputdisSipation POUT

Operating temperature Topr

storage temperature Tstg

ISoldering temperature ITsol

Symbol Rated value

10V

28V

16mA

250 mW (see note)

1-
Note: Refer to the temperature rating Chart ifthe ambient temperature exceeds 25·C.
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• Electrical and Optical Characteristics eTa =25°C, Vee =5V±10%}
Item Symbol I Value I COndition

Current consumption Icc 130 rnA max. I">"lilh and withoutincidenl

LOW-level output voltage VOL I O,3V max. ~_=_1,.;,6...;m...;A_,W""Iit_h....,in,.,CI;."d..;en..;l_.,--.=-"""".,...,.---1
High.leveloutput voltageVoH I(Vcex 0.9)\1 min. T~'~=Vcewi\houl incident, R", - 47kri

Response frequency 131!H?:min. IVoLlT=Vcc, RL =47J,n (see note)

Note: Thevaiue dlhe response frequency is measured by ro
tafing thedisllasshown below.

Engineering Data ----------------
Output Allowable Disslpatlonv$.
AmbientTemperature Characteristi.c;s

~
,.S

Sensing Posi.tlonCharaeteristlcs
(Typical)

Distance d (mm)AmbienliemperalureTa ("C)
ee'10115 Connector

Ir-----~1.,~i,(,;gk·-------'-'!

1

2c
3

Wiring

Connector circuit no. I Lead wire color

z IOrar1\l<>
2> I Yellow

• R~comm~nded Mounting HoleOimensiOl"lsand Mounting and Disll'lOunting Method

TtieOpt<8iw'lC!1C1!ln be mountedl·) O.fHQ i .6'mm4hlcl<; panels.
arove moonllOli MI. ~lr~oos'01$.rnopen the llloonliog holel! In

10 W!1lcn1M Opto~SWrt"flWlil bemotrlle<l.
lhQ hcfes tl"'OplQ~S",nwS r

0\ pr~$$ln 1M
nled bylnseJ1lngt
Qpl<:>-!3wltcn (>nl<:> lfle panel.

Dismounting Is "clliev® bf~lthQr haod (bQI(M( panel~ or """"wdri<~r(alxwe
panel).
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Appendix 7: aCE Drive section

'Zn-ve paper and ~pll'lg

."',-

/"Malndrive ~$tem

//

Motor that drives the TTF camshaft
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Appendix 8: ILCfile.m

clear all;
close all;
load ILCdata
F=zeros(401,1);
sim(' ILCsim');

%Processensitivity
[nums,dens] = ss2tf(Ap,Bp,Cp,Dp);
P= tf(nums,dens);
[numc,denc] = ss2tf(ac,bc,cc,dc);
C=tf (numc, denc) ;
Sp=P/ (l+P*C) ;

%pole-zero cancelation
Msys=minreal(Sp);
[numtf,dentf] = tfdata(Msys, 'v');

%Discrete Processensitivity
[numd,dend] = c2dm(numtf,dentf,le-3, 'tustin');

%Determine the inverse Processensitivity
[ni,di,phd] = zpetc(numd,dend,l);

%plotting L and the Sp(discrete)
figure(l)
dbode(ni,di,le-3);
hold on;
dbode(numd,dend,le-3);

%Designing filter L en Q
LE=O;
for p=1:1:4

Le=filter(ni,di,E);
if p == 1
figure(2);
plot(T,E,'b');
hold on;
maxerrorl= max (E)
end

%Setting back the feedforward vector
extra=Le(length(Le),l)*ones(phd,l);
LL=[Le( (phd+l) :length(Le),l);extra];
LE=LE+LL;
FF=LE;
%filtering with Q
[Qnum,Qden] = butter(4,50/500);
F=filtfilt (Qnum,Qden,FF);
sim ( 'ILCsim' )
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%plotting the error
figure (2);
if p == 1

plot(T,E,'r');
end
if p == 2

plot (T, E, 'g' ) ;
end
if p >= 3

plot (T, E, 'k' ) ;
end

Title('Error after 4 iteration steps');
xlabel('Time in [s] ');
ylabel('Error in [rad] ');
hold on;
end
maxerror2= max (E)

%Testing convergencecriteria
Q=tf (Qnum, Qden) ;
L=tf (ni, di) ;
Spd=tf(nwud,dend);
H=Q*(l-L*Spd);
[numh,denh]=tfdata(H, 'v');
[Mc,Pc,Wc]=dbode(numh,denh,le-3);
figure(3);
plot(Wc,abs(Mc));
Title('Convergence criterium');
ylabel (' IQ (l-LSp) I');
xlabel('frequency [rad/s] ');
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Appendix 9: ILCsim.mdl

t----------__-----. D
Reference

(fro m wo rksp a ce )1
Scope2

State-S pace

input

Sum

+

+----1~+

State-Space1

Error

(to workspace)

Scope1
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